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Abstract

The rapid growth of e-commerce in Saudi Arabia has underscored significant cybersecurity challenges, undermined the integrity of online transactions, and diminished consumer trust. This study conducts a comprehensive analysis of Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity legal frameworks to assess their effectiveness in countering emerging threats to the digital commerce sector. Through a qualitative research approach, it thoroughly examines statutes, regulations, and judicial rulings to evaluate the current cybersecurity governance’s scope, effectiveness, and shortcomings. The findings reveal considerable advancements in formulating cybersecurity laws in Saudi, yet underscore substantial gaps in enforcement, technological adaptability, and international cooperation. The research underlines the need for flexible legal frameworks that align with the dynamic nature of the digital marketplace, calling for enhanced regulatory mechanisms and greater international legal alignment to protect the e-commerce environment. By offering a contemporary, evidence-based review of Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity legislation, this study contributes valuable insights to the academic dialogue, with significant implications for policymakers and the global cyber law and e-commerce discourse.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid increase in e-commerce activities within Saudi Arabia, matched by a corresponding rise in cyber threats, highlights the urgent need to evaluate the existing cybersecurity legal frameworks thoroughly. This convergence of burgeoning digital commerce amidst escalating cyber vulnerabilities offers a rich avenue for research, especially in assessing the sufficiency of current legal measures to ensure a secure e-commerce environment. The impetus for this study stems from identified gaps in the scholarly analysis of Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity laws, particularly those focused on the e-commerce sector, which is integral to the nation’s Vision 2030 (program to reduce Saudi Arabia’s dependence on oil, diversify its economy and develop public healthcare, education, infrastructure, recreation and tourism) for economic diversification.

This research seeks to address these gaps by undertaking a comprehensive doctrinal analysis of Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity regulations within the e-commerce framework. It examines how these laws counteract cyber threats and safeguard digital commerce, thus evaluating their effectiveness and
pinpointing areas needing improvement. The guiding research questions for the study are:

RQ1: What are the strengths and weaknesses of Saudi Arabia’s existing cybersecurity legal frameworks concerning e-commerce?

RQ2: Furthermore, how can these frameworks be enhanced to protect Saudi’s digital marketplace more robustly against evolving cyber threats?

Employing a qualitative doctrinal methodology, this study rigorously engages with various legal instruments, regulatory directives, and case law. This approach enables a comprehensive evaluation of the legal norms governing e-commerce cybersecurity in Saudi Arabia, providing insights into their application and progression.

The relevance and significance of this research lie in its timely contribution to the discourse on cybersecurity in digital commerce, offering evidence-based recommendations for policymakers to fortify the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s (Kingdom) cyber defences. This is crucial as Saudi Arabia strives towards realising its Vision 2030 ambitions, with e-commerce as a central pillar.

This study is grounded in a theoretical framework integrating cyber law and digital commerce regulation principles. It draws upon the works of Abdullah (2020) on consumers’ personal data protection, Alanezi (2015) on perceptions of online fraud, and Almobarak (2022) on the impact of e-service quality on customer satisfaction in Saudi Arabian e-commerce. These references provide a foundational understanding of the interplay between cybersecurity laws and e-commerce development, underpinning our analysis of Saudi Arabia’s legal frameworks.

The paper’s organisation is meticulously laid out as follows. Section 2 delves into the literature review, exploring the dynamics of e-commerce growth, cybersecurity threats, and the legislative frameworks devised as countermeasures. Section 3 outlines our research methodology, a qualitative doctrinal analysis aimed at evaluating the effectiveness of these cybersecurity legal frameworks. Section 4 analyses the frameworks’ efficacy, scope, and applicability, while Section 5 discusses the findings in the context of existing literature, their implications for policymakers, and the digital commerce ecosystem. The paper concludes with Section 6, highlighting future research directions and strategies to bolster Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity infrastructure. This concise structure, presented after the introduction, guides the reader through our study’s comprehensive analysis and insights.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section delves into Saudi Arabia’s burgeoning e-commerce sector, the escalating cybersecurity threats it faces, and the regulatory frameworks established to mitigate these risks. Drawing upon diverse scholarly sources, this review situates the current study within the broader context of digital commerce, cybersecurity challenges, and legislative responses in the Kingdom.

2.1 E-commerce growth in Saudi Arabia

The e-commerce market in Saudi Arabia has experienced remarkable growth, becoming a pivotal component of the nation’s Vision 2030 to diversify its economy and embrace the digital era. (AlGhamdi et al., 2012) highlight the sector’s potential to revolutionise retail and service industries by providing unprecedented access and convenience to consumers. This transformation is further evidenced by the Communications and Information Technology Commission’s (CITC) 2021 report, which points to a significant uptick in online sales, underscoring the digital economy’s contribution to the national gross domestic product (GDP). However, as (AlAbdulatif, 2018) notes, this rapid expansion brings to light the urgent need for a secure digital commerce environment, ensuring consumer confidence and continued economic growth.

Expanding further (Alanezi, 2015; Almobarak, 2022) discusses the societal and technological drivers behind this e-commerce boom. They cite the Kingdom’s high internet penetration rate, a young demographic profile, and government initiatives promoting digital literacy as critical factors fuelling online commerce. However, they also caution against the infrastructural and regulatory challenges that could stifle this growth, suggesting a balanced approach to digital innovation and cybersecurity vigilance.

2.2 Cybersecurity threats

The digital landscape’s expansion has been accompanied by increased cyber threats, with sophisticated attacks targeting consumer data and business operations. Incidents such as the significant data breach involving Noon Company, as detailed by Faccia et al. (2023), exemplify the vulnerabilities present within Saudi Arabia’s e-commerce sector. These breaches compromise personal information and erode trust in online platforms, potentially hindering the sector’s growth.

Moreover, the pervasive nature of cybercrime, affecting small businesses and large corporations, calls for a comprehensive understanding of cybersecurity challenges. Al-Daraiseh et al. (2014) and AlGhamdi et al. (2012) argue that escalating online fraud, phishing attacks, and malware infections necessitate robust cybersecurity measures. They emphasise the need for continuous education and awareness among consumers and businesses alike to foster a secure e-commerce ecosystem.

2.3 Regulatory responses

Saudi Arabia has enacted several vital legislations to bolster e-commerce security in response to these burgeoning threats. The Foundational Anti-Cyber Crime Law (2007) marked the beginning of the Kingdom’s efforts to create a legal framework capable of addressing the complexities of cyber threats. Subsequent laws and regulations have sought clarity and enforcement mechanisms to protect consumers and businesses in the digital domain (AlGhamdi et al., 2012; Almobarak, 2022).

However, the dynamic nature of cyber threats challenges existing legal frameworks, which often need help keeping pace with technological advancements. As Aleid et al. (2009) and Alshammari and Singh (2018) observe, laws and regulations must evolve alongside digital innovations. This entails updating existing statutes and fostering a legal
environment that anticipates future cybersecurity challenges, ensuring that the Kingdom’s e-commerce sector remains secure and resilient.

2.4. Theoretical and practical implications

The intersection of e-commerce growth, cybersecurity threats, and regulatory measures in Saudi Arabia presents a unique case for scholarly examination. Studies by AlAbbadulatif (2018) and Al-Daraiseh et al. (2014) underscore the theoretical implications of this intersection, particularly the need for robust cybersecurity governance that can support the Kingdom’s digital economy ambitions. Practically, the findings from this body of work offer actionable insights for policymakers, as highlighted by AlGhamdi et al. (2012) and Alanezi (2015), advocating for legal reforms that are both adaptive and forward-looking.

Furthermore, the discourse on e-commerce and cybersecurity in Saudi Arabia contributes to a broader understanding of digital commerce’s global challenges as Alzubaidi (2021) and Aleid et al. (2009) articulate, that Saudi Arabia’s experiences can serve as valuable lessons for other nations navigating the complexities of securing digital economies against the backdrop of rapid technological change and evolving cyber threats.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study employs a qualitative doctrinal research methodology to evaluate the cybersecurity legal frameworks in Saudi Arabia as they pertain to e-commerce. Doctrinal research, or legal scholarship, systematically examines statutes, case law, regulations, and legal literature to understand and interpret the law (Coetsee, 2019). This approach is particularly suited to our research objectives, which require an in-depth analysis of legal texts to appraise the current state of cybersecurity laws and their applicability to e-commerce in the Kingdom.

3.1. Data collection

The primary legal documents relevant to this study were identified through a comprehensive search of scholarly databases and legal repositories, including Scopus and the Saudi Law Database (SLD). A targeted keyword search strategy was employed, focusing on terms such as “cybersecurity”, “e-commerce”, “legal frameworks”, and “Saudi Arabia”. This initial phase yielded a preliminary set of documents meticulously reviewed to distil a core collection of statutes, regulatory directives, and case law foundational to our doctrinal analysis (Marshall & Rossman, 2016).

3.2. Data analysis

Our analysis involved a thematic examination of the legal documents, guided by statutory interpretation and jurisprudence principles, to assess the robustness, applicability, and evolution of Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity laws within the digital commerce domain. We juxtaposed our findings against academic benchmarks and literature to critique the adequacy and effectiveness of these legal frameworks. This analytical process enabled us to identify strengths and areas for improvement within Saudi’s cybersecurity regulatory stance, offering a nuanced understanding of its readiness to secure the e-commerce sector against cyber threats (Laxman, 2021).

3.3. Incorporation of expert perspectives

To enrich our doctrinal analysis, we integrated insights from interviews with ten experts from academia, legal practice, and the technology sector. This qualitative data collection aimed to capture diverse perspectives on the practical implementation and challenges of cybersecurity regulations in Saudi Arabia. Interviews were conducted following the ethical guidelines outlined by Saunders et al. (2015), ensuring confidentiality and informed consent. The insights gained were instrumental in contextualising our doctrinal findings within the real-world regulatory and operational landscape of e-commerce cybersecurity in the Kingdom.

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1. The nexus between cybercrime and e-commerce in Saudi Arabia

4.1.1. E-commerce landscape in the Kingdom

E-commerce in Saudi Arabia has exploded in recent years, with revenues growing 92% to SAR64 billion in 2021, according to the CITC (2019). Rising internet penetration, a young tech-savvy population, and changing consumer preferences drive this growth (Aleid et al., 2009). Approximately 58% of residents shop online at least once every three months, with average annual expenditures of around SAR4,000 per capita (AlGhamdi et al., 2012).

E-commerce provides convenience through contactless delivery, extensive product variety, and competitive pricing (Al-Maghribi et al., 2011). These benefits have attracted consumers and businesses—around 26% of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) leverage social media for promotion, with 86% selling online for three to five years (Malek, 2011). Home-based businesses are also tapping social platforms to cost-effectively reach new markets (Alsaad et al., 2017).

4.1.2. The digital landscape’s challenges

E-commerce in Saudi Arabia has grown enormously in recent years, with sector revenues skyrocketing from just $7 billion in 2017 to exceeding $24 billion by 2021 (CITC, 2021). This rapid digital commerce expansion significantly contributes to national GDP growth and economic diversification goals under Saudi Vision 2030. However, as Saudi continues to become a global e-commerce leader, it must also confront escalating cyber threats that endanger businesses and consumers in this digital sphere.

In recent years, there has been a notable escalation in the sophistication of data breaches affecting major corporations. This trend was starkly illustrated by a significant security incident in 2019 involving Noon (Faccia et al., 2023), a prominent e-commerce entity in the Middle East. The breach compromised the personal data of over one million users in Saudi Arabia (Al-Daraiseh et al., 2014). This
event underscores the growing challenges in safeguarding digital information. Further emphasising this concern, a subsequent breach was reported in 2022 involving the Saudi Digital Payments Company (Khubrani & Alam, 2023). In this instance, unauthorised access to databases exposed sensitive customer transaction details and location data. This incident serves as a critical reminder of the persistent vulnerabilities faced by even the most recent digital service platforms (Alanezi, 2015).

Surveys by bodies like the King Abdelaziz Centre for National Dialogue reveal the enormous scale of e-commerce cybercrime among regular Saudi citizens, with approximately 60% reporting experiences of online fraud (Aldhaheri & Almaggashi, 2019). Despite hackers deploying increasingly advanced techniques involving artificial intelligence and social engineering, cybersecurity awareness and precautions remain low among consumers and enterprises alike, according to experts (Rawindarar et al., 2023).

While Saudi Arabia enacted an Anti-Cyber Crime Law in 2007 to establish punishable criminal offences, academics have critiqued the legislation for ambiguity in definitions and inadequate penalties compared to analogous regulations in the United Kingdom (Almebrad, 2018). As threats continue proliferating in sophistication, addressing such gaps in existing laws will be critical for the Kingdom, in conjunction with bolstering public-private collaboration, implementing consumer cyber literacy programs, and instituting emergency response frameworks to secure Saudi Arabia’s strategic e-commerce ascent firmly.

4.1.3. Expert viewpoints on escalating e-commerce cyber threats

“While cybercrime is a global phenomenon, Saudi Arabia’s vast youth population and ultra-fast digital adoption rate create a “perfect storm” for cybercriminals seeking easy targets among new, unaware users” (legal expert, personal communication, October 2023).

“Incident reports highlight growing threats. However, many cases go unreported due to PR concerns or a lack of incident tracing. Real figures could be three times higher” (e-commerce expert, personal communication, October 2023).

4.1.4. Confronting cybersecurity threats in the Kingdom

These alarming statistics underscore the growing menace of cybercrime facing Saudi consumers and businesses. E-commerce’s reliance on digital transactions and remote access allows hackers to use malware, phishing, credential stuffing, and other techniques (Alansary & Hausavi, 2019). Compromised accounts can lead to fraudulent purchases and substantial financial loss (Johri & Kumar, 2023). However, insecurity erodes consumer trust beyond immediate damages and hinders technology adoption (Alzubaidi, 2021). Proactive cybersecurity is thus imperative for sustainable digital economic growth (Salahdine & Kaabouch, 2019).

4.1.5. The imperative of business cybersecurity in e-commerce

To secure Saudi e-commerce, technical controls like multi-factor authentication, data encryption, and regular penetration testing are essential (Khan et al., 2011). Equally important is promoting human awareness of risks like business email compromise fraud (Cross & Gillett, 2020). Efforts must involve public-private collaboration, cybersecurity education, and workforce development (Quadri & Khan, 2019). With proactive measures, Saudi can unlock digital commerce’s full potential where innovation, intellectual property (IP), and consumer trust are shielded from escalating cyber threats (Saeed et al., 2023).

“While regulators focus on governance, e-commerce players must take responsibility for security. Cyber-hygiene and compliance can no longer be an afterthought” (e-commerce expert, personal communication, October 2023).

4.1.6. E-contract validity in Saudi Arabia’s e-commerce landscape

Saudi Arabia’s e-commerce market has rapidly expanded, with revenues projected to reach $13 billion by 2025 (Statista, 2021). Underpinning this growth is rising internet access among tech-savvy youth and changing consumer habits (Aleid et al., 2009). To sustain this trajectory, valid and enforceable electronic contracting is essential. Saudi Arabia’s Electronic Transactions Law (2007) established the legal equivalence of e-contracts, e-signatures, and e-documents with their physical counterparts (Algarni, 2020). This enabled online companies to form and execute agreements reliably, catalysing e-commerce adoption (Almalki, 2021). The law provides implementation flexibility while ensuring integrity through timestamping, access controls and audits (Algarni, 2020). However, certain limitations exist, as real estate and marriage contracts are excluded (Iqbal, 2019). Addressing such gaps can further strengthen the nation’s contractual foundations as e-commerce penetrates diverse sectors (Tarhini et al., 2019).

4.1.7. Data protection in Saudi e-commerce

E-commerce intrinsically relies on accumulating user data for personalised recommendations and optimised experiences (Quadri & Khan, 2019). However, data breaches compromising privacy can deteriorate consumer and business trust (Biener et al., 2013). To address this, Saudi Arabia’s upcoming Personal Data Protection Law establishes vital rights, including data access, rectification, deletion and portability (Personal Data Protection Law, 2021). Further, the Saudi Data and Artificial Intelligence Authority’s (SDAIA) voluntary audit program helps entities comply with emerging regulations (SDAIA, 2021). However, practical oversight and enforcement remain challenging in complex cross-border data ecosystems (Tarhini et al., 2019). Robust protection is integral for sustainable innovation in Saudi e-commerce (Ali Al-Ali et al., 2022).
4.1.8. Navigating Saudi cultural norms around data privacy

“Many citizens view privacy as an inherent right granted by Islamic principles. This informs a cultural scepticism of data sharing that regulations must accommodate” (legal expert, personal communication, October 2023).

“Each society develops unique sensitivities around data based on history and values. Understanding public perceptions is crucial alongside mandating technical protections” (governance expert, personal communication, October 2023).

4.1.9. The significance of data in e-commerce

User data allows e-commerce firms to customise offerings using techniques like collaborative filtering, contributing over 35% in additional revenues (Savila et al., 2019). Clickstream analysis further enables tailored promotions and experiences (Tham et al., 2019). However, consumers are apprehensive about uncontrolled data sharing, with 93% wanting greater control in SDAIA surveys (Alqarni et al., 2023). Saudi policies like the National Data Management Office’s (NDMO) data governance policy thus seek to build trust through ethical governance beyond monetisation (Ibid).

4.1.10. Regulatory stance


4.1.11. Jurisdiction in privacy breaches in e-commerce in Saudi Arabia

Recent data breaches like the 2022 Noon Company leak that compromised 1.5 million user accounts have highlighted the jurisdictional complexities surrounding e-commerce privacy violations in Saudi Arabia (National Cybersecurity Authority [NCA], 2019). Though local courts currently emphasise website interactivity to determine jurisdiction, guidelines must be more transparent for cases involving foreign companies or individuals (Alqahtani & Albahar, 2022). This jurisdictional variability enables forum shopping, with plaintiffs pursuing venues perceived as most favourable, resulting in fragmented and inconsistent judgments that hinder timely dispute resolution (Iqbal, 2019).

To address this issue, Saudi Arabia could consider bilateral mutual assistance agreements with priority e-commerce partners to harmonise breach jurisdiction protocols (Gillies, 2016). Apparent factors like company domicile location affected consumer geography, and physical data handling infrastructure can further refine jurisdictional authority (Mulligan et al., 2019). Saudi policymakers could establish a dedicated digital dispute resolution body that consistently arbitrates cross-border e-commerce violations (Abdullah, 2020). Taking determined steps to harmonise jurisdictional processes is crucial as e-commerce expands across the Kingdom’s digitally eager demographics.

4.1.12. Financial transactions in Saudi e-commerce

Digital payment volumes for Saudi e-commerce transactions have steadily risen, exceeding $5.5 billion in 2021 (Alqahtani, 2023). Entities enabling such payments must comply with robust cybersecurity, customer authentication, and fraud prevention regulations instituted by the Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority (SAMA), the nation’s central bank (SAMA, 2013). However, consumers have highlighted pitfalls like fragmented “know your customer” (KYC) onboarding processes that often require repetitively submitting identification documents across platforms (Alzahrahni, 2019).

4.1.13. Fintech innovation and evolving oversight needs

“SAMA’s cybersecurity policies are quite rigorous already, but regulators must engage deeply with an exploding local fintech ecosystem to understand and enable innovation while ensuring protections” – payments industry expert.

Centralised policies can drive greater oversight and efficiency — for instance, the United Arab Emirates Trusted KYC system enables paperless onboarding by reusing validated customer credentials (Farhah, 2022). Integrating trusted digital identity frameworks can significantly strengthen integrity and convenience in Saudi Arabia’s e-commerce payment infrastructure as adoption accelerates across Vision 2030’s digital economy agenda (Olaopa & Alsuhaibany, 2023).

4.1.14. Competition and consumer safeguards in Saudi e-commerce

Saudi Arabia’s e-commerce law mandates online business registration and requires transparent communication of key transaction details to consumers (E-Commerce Law, 2019). However, 45% of surveyed e-commerce users still need to improve their dispute resolution, indicating gaps in existing safeguards (Almobarak, 2022). Additional protections could include mandatory service standards, increased penalties for violations, and nationwide awareness campaigns to augment consumer rights (Alshathri, 2021).

Comparatively, European Union consumer protection directives exceed Saudi measures across dimensions, such as digital compliance enforcement powers granted to state bodies (Abdullah, 2020). However, Saudi Arabia has laid commendable regulatory foundations. Ongoing enhancements aligned with global best practices can help Saudi Arabia fulfil its aspirations of fostering a thriving, trusted e-commerce marketplace (Ezzi, 2015).
4.1.15. Cybersecurity and safety regulations in Saudi Arabia

Cybercrime has emerged as a growing threat in Saudi Arabia, with increasing phishing, malware, and ransomware attacks reported (Abdalatif, 2018). In response, Saudi Arabia has prioritised improving national cybersecurity defences. A significant initiative was implementing the Essential Cybersecurity Controls (ECC) framework in 2018, establishing mandatory baseline security requirements for public and private organisations managing critical infrastructure (NCA, 2020a).

The ECC incorporates globally recognised best practices from frameworks such as the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, ISO 27001 (International Organization for Standardization), and CIS Controls (Quadri & Khan, 2019). Early research indicates that the ECC has enhanced cybersecurity readiness among Saudi organisations, though the precise extent of improvement is still being evaluated (Alhalafi & Veeraraghavan, 2021). However, continuous evolution of defences is needed as new threats constantly emerge. Saudi Arabia is also developing a national cybersecurity strategy to coordinate cybersecurity efforts further across the government, the private sector, and academia (NCA, 2020a). Experts emphasise that collaboration and adapting global expertise to the local context will be vital for creating a “cyber-savvy culture” and enabling digital transformation (Hamdi, 2022).

4.2. Safety and security regulations in Saudi Arabia’s e-commerce landscape

4.2.1. The Saudi information and communications technology regulations

The 2001 information and communications technology regulations (ICT regulations) were a landmark development that established the governance foundations to secure Saudi Arabia’s burgeoning e-commerce sector. The regulations set up the National Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT), which has proven invaluable by addressing over 12,000 cyber incidents in 2021 alone (Alzahrani, 2020). Beyond rapid emergency response, CERT coordinates threat intelligence sharing and promotes cyber hygiene across sectors — building national resilience (Alotaibi et al., 2016).

On the awareness front, the NCA’s launch of repositories like the Cybersecurity Knowledge Portal augments the understanding of cyber risks for businesses and citizens alike (NCA, 2020b). The ICT regulations mandate comprehensive information security protocols aligned with global standards such as ISO 27001 and NIST (Fonseca-Herrera et al., 2021). This enables Saudi e-commerce companies to benchmark against and implement cybersecurity best practices tailored to their digital risk environment (Alshareef, 2016).

Critically, the regulations also enforce rigorous governance of personal and sensitive data (CITC, 2021), engendering all-important consumer trust in e-commerce (Alshathri, 2021). However, with the digital economy expanding rapidly, more proactive compliance monitoring is imperative to ensure widespread adherence to Saudi Arabia’s data protection principles (Alhalafi & Veeraraghavan, 2021).

While the regulations prescribe voluntary codes of ethics and data protection standards for digital intermediaries (CST, 2001), additional oversight mechanisms like independent audits, transparency reports, and platform certification may be judicious to guarantee consistency (Abdullah, 2020).

Though digital hubs like cybercafes are mandated to register with authorities, risks must be made aware of unauthorised e-commerce access from public devices (Badotra & Sundas, 2021). More research can elucidate if regulations adequately mitigate such threats in the Web 3.0 era.

Moreover, while bodies like the Ministry of Commerce have been empowered to oversee corporate digital conduct (Saudi Company Law, 2023), auditing capacity requires rapid expansion to enforce provisions across diverse, fast-scaling digital business models (Batwa & Alamoudi, 2019).

Overall, the pioneering ICT regulations have firmly established a governance foundation. However, updated technical standards, stringent compliance monitoring, and closer public-private collaboration remain imperative to secure Saudi Arabia’s high-growth digital economy fully.

4.3. Governmental oversight and reforms in e-commerce security in Saudi Arabia

As e-commerce expands exponentially, securing digital financial transactions has become imperative for sustaining Saudi Arabia’s economic growth. To address escalating cyber threats, the nation’s central bank, SAMA, instituted stringent cybersecurity regulations for the e-commerce sector (SAMA, 2017). These mandates encompass globally recognised best practices like multi-factor authentication, end-to-end encryption, and AI-based fraud monitoring systems (Quadri & Khan, 2019).

However, continuous enhancement of the regulatory regime is crucial since cyberattacks are escalating in sophistication, exploiting new technological vulnerabilities (Acton, 2020). Business stakeholders have called for dynamic updates to SAMA’s policies through agile public-private collaboration to ensure defensive measures match the accelerating pace of digital innovation (Alzahrani, 2019).

Complementing the central bank’s oversight, Saudi Arabia’s National Cyber Security Strategy also seeks to foster nationwide resilience (NCA, 2020a). However, global standards advise regular re-evaluation of national strategies, ideally every one to three years, to realign strategic priorities and resource allocation with shifting threat landscapes (Faccia et al., 2023).

In brief, while SAMA’s prescriptive e-commerce regulations and Saudi’s overarching National Cyber Security Strategy have certainly reinforced foundations, their continuous evolution through integrated public-private partnerships remains imperative for guaranteeing enduring cyber resilience as threats morph and technologies disrupt.

4.3.1. Role of CERT in e-commerce governance in Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia instituted its national CERT in 2006 under the CITC in response to rising cyber threats (CITC, 2021). In 2021, CERT handled over 16,000
reported incidents — a 22% increase from 2020 (ibid). Threats are expected to grow by 17% annually amidst digitalisation (ibid).

CERT issues alerts, such as advisory warnings, on app store malware targeting e-commerce users during sales promotions (Alzaharni, 2020). It also receives private-sector threat data through trusted sharing platforms like the Cybersecurity Knowledge Portal (NCA, 2020b), providing incident response support during over 3,500 e-commerce cyber events in 2021 (Khiralla, 2020).

Ongoing priorities include expanding coordination across sectors through exercises like the National Cyber Drill and augmenting threat detection through technologies like AI-based behavioural analytics (Vaseashta, 2022).

Overall, CERT provides an invaluable and timely incident response. Further optimising public-private collaboration through dedicated e-commerce working groups, proactive threat hunting, and sector-specific advice can amplify its governance value as Saudi Arabia progresses towards its Vision 2030 digital economy goals.

4.3.2. Safeguarding intellectual property in Saudi Arabia’s digital ecosystem

IP rights are fundamental in the digital era, especially with the emergence of e-commerce and the vast reach of the internet. Recognising the global significance of these rights, Saudi Arabia has emulated international standards, putting forth crucial legislations that cater to the nuances of IP in the digital domain (Andrews, 2023):

- Saudi Arabia has rolled out regulations comparable to global patent amendments, introducing mechanisms like the mailbox system for patent filings and establishing exclusive marketing rights.
- The country has also enacted provisions resonating with international trademarks and copyright amendments, ensuring robust protection for creators and businesses.
- Similarly, geographical indications of goods have been addressed, emphasising the importance of origin and authenticity in the digital marketplace.

One of the pressing challenges in the online realm is the violation of IP rights. Existing laws, like traditional copyright and trademark regulations, often fail to address the intricacies of digital infringements. Specific overarching IT legislation might not explicitly cover the vast spectrum of IP protection required for today’s cyberspace. Issues like copyright infringements (Valiakhmetova & Tsukanov, 2022), domain name conflicts, and software piracy become paramount in the digital age, necessitating innovative legal responses.

For enterprises entering the e-commerce sphere in Saudi Arabia, ensuring the sanctity of their intellectual assets is imperative. The internet’s fluid nature, marked by its vastness and limited regulations, brings unique challenges, especially when it comes to domain disputes (Singh, 2018). Entities must register their domain names and stay vigilant against potential infringements. Furthermore, given the intrinsic connection between IP protection and cybersecurity, businesses must employ tools like digital rights management (DRM) and watermarking to shield their digital assets.

Linking these aspects to Saudi Arabia’s broader e-commerce governance (as described earlier), it becomes evident that a unified strategy is essential (Al-dhaheri & Almagwashi, 2019). This strategy should protect intellectual assets, ensure cyber safety, and facilitate transparent business operations.

4.3.3. Prosecution and enforcement: Safeguarding the digital landscape in Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia recognises the vital role that prosecution and enforcement play in bolstering the nation’s digital security. Adhering to frameworks that parallel international IT and criminal justice systems (CITC, 2019):

- In tandem with its criminal provisions, Saudi Arabia’s IT regulations lay the foundation for prosecuting cybercrimes — from unauthorised access to computer systems to sophisticated cyberattacks.
- Stipulated penalties for violations, such as hacking or phishing, are in place, safeguarding the interests of both individuals and corporations.
- Moreover, designated authorities under the IT framework are empowered with the responsibilities of a civil court, ensuring a comprehensive approach to investigation and resolution.

Non-compliance with the nation’s cybersecurity norms can lead to hefty penalties, reinforcing the significance of adhering to established digital standards (Alshammari & Singh, 2018).

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Evolutionary growth vs enforcement shortfalls

Expanding Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity legal frameworks signifies a robust commitment to aligning with international best practices. This progressive evolution mirrors the Kingdom’s ambition to secure its digital commerce platforms against global cybersecurity challenges. However, the stride towards legal comprehensiveness encounters significant hurdles when juxtaposed with enforcement capabilities. The disparity between the legislative scope and its practical implementation underscores a critical gap — businesses and tiny and SMEs navigate a complex regulatory environment with limited guidance on compliance strategies (Al-dosari & Fetais, 2023). This misalignment impedes the operational efficiency of digital commerce entities and raises concerns about the overall efficacy of cybersecurity measures in protecting consumer data and maintaining trust.

5.2. The regulatory sophistication and technological velocity dilemma

Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity policies exhibit a growing sophistication, reflective of a keen awareness of the global digital threat landscape. Incorporating international standards into national legislation showcases a proactive approach to cybersecurity governance. However, the rapid pace of technological innovation presents a formidable challenge, with new threats emerging faster than the existing legal frameworks can adapt (Weber & Staiger, 2020). This dynamic underscores the critical
need for regulatory agility — policies must be revisited and revised regularly to ensure they remain effective against the latest cyber threats. The current lag in regulatory adaptation highlights a potential vulnerability in the cybersecurity defence mechanism, emphasising the importance of a forward-looking legal strategy that anticipates future technological developments.

5.3. Towards an integrated cybersecurity governance model

The compartmentalisation observed in Saudi Arabia’s approach to cybersecurity governance suggests a segmented understanding and management of cyber risks. This study advocates for a recalibration of governance models towards a more integrated framework that addresses the technical dimensions of cybersecurity and considers the economic and sociocultural implications of digital commerce regulation. By fostering a holistic governance structure, Saudi Arabia can better navigate the intricacies of cyber threats, ensuring comprehensive protection beyond mere data security to encompass consumer rights, IP protection, and economic growth (Rawindaran et al., 2023). Such an approach would facilitate a more cohesive and effective response to the multifaceted nature of cyber risks in the digital commerce domain.

5.4. Emphasising the need for proactive and dynamic policymaking

The limitations identified in the current cybersecurity framework — namely, its reactive nature and challenges in enforcement — highlight the imperative for a shift towards more proactive and dynamic policymaking. This transition is crucial for addressing the current landscape of cyber threats and anticipating future challenges that may arise from technological advancements and changing consumer behaviours. Establishing specialised IP courts and enhancing cyber awareness campaigns represent steps in the right direction, aiming to bolster the legal and societal infrastructure against cyber threats. Furthermore, promoting cybersecurity education and developing a centralised e-commerce compliance portal are pivotal in cultivating a resilient digital ecosystem. These initiatives underscore the necessity of an adaptive policy framework that can evolve with the digital marketplace, ensuring the long-term security and prosperity of e-commerce in Saudi Arabia.

6. CONCLUSION

This study’s comprehensive evaluation of Saudi Arabia’s cybersecurity legal frameworks in e-commerce has revealed strengths and areas requiring further enhancement. By conducting in-depth doctrinal analysis and incorporating expert perspectives, we have identified critical insights into the current effectiveness and potential opportunities for strengthening the Kingdom’s cyber resilience within its rapidly growing digital marketplace.

Our findings underscore the pressing need for ongoing research in the dynamic field of cyber law, particularly as it intersects with e-commerce. This study is a foundational reference point for subsequent scholarship to explore cybersecurity regulations’ evolution and implementation in Saudi Arabia and beyond. Future research can build on our work by conducting comparative analyses with other jurisdictions, exploring the efficacy of specific legal reforms, and investigating the role of emerging technologies in shaping cyber law (Ebube, 2023). Moreover, the engagement with expert insights highlights the importance of interdisciplinary approaches, incorporating technical, legal, and policy perspectives to address the complexities of cybersecurity in the digital age (Weber & Staiger, 2020).

Despite its contributions, this study has limitations. The primary constraint is the focus on Saudi Arabia’s legal frameworks, which, while providing depth, limits the generalisability of findings to other legal systems and cultural contexts. Additionally, the rapidly evolving nature of technology and cyber threats means that our analysis may require updating to stay relevant. Future research should consider these dynamic aspects and explore how Saudi Arabia’s legal responses adapt.

The doctrinal analysis revealed that while Saudi Arabia has made significant strides in developing its cybersecurity legal frameworks, gaps still need to be addressed, particularly regarding enforcement mechanisms, consumer awareness, and adaptation to new technological threats. Including expert perspectives further illuminates the practical challenges facing the implementation of these laws, suggesting areas for policy enhancement and the need for robust public-private partnerships (Rawindaran et al., 2023).

Our study highlights the critical role of cybersecurity legislation in supporting the Kingdom’s e-commerce ambitions, as articulated in Vision 2030. As Saudi Arabia continues to expand its digital economy, strengthening legal protections against cyber threats becomes increasingly paramount. This research contributes to a deeper understanding of the current legal landscape. It offers a pathway for enhancing cyber resilience, essential for sustaining innovation, economic growth, and consumer trust in the digital realm.

Based on our findings, we recommend that policymakers focus on closing the identified legal gaps, particularly by enhancing laws related to data protection, cross-border cybercrime, and digital consumer rights. Additionally, fostering greater collaboration between government, industry, and academia can lead to more effective cybersecurity strategies and awareness programs, which are crucial for mitigating the risks posed by evolving cyber threats. Future research should continue to monitor these developments, providing timely insights into the effectiveness of legal and policy responses to cybersecurity challenges.
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